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Walk Level 2  
 

 

 

      

 

Start – Clifton 

             

    off A643 

 

Willow Valley Golf Club HD6 4JB 

01274 878624 

off A643 at HD6 4HX 

 

Armytage Arms    HD6 4HX 

01484 712882 

 

Black Horse Inn  HD6 4HJ 

01484 713862 
 

 

 

Clifton cum Hartshead 
5 miles    clockwise: golf course and fields;   9 stiles 
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Start at war memorial just above Methodist church. Continue up 

road to junction and turn right onto Highmoor Lane by Armytage 

Arms. Continue for approx. 200 yards, then right again into 

narrow footpath. 

 
Wartime Starfish site in the fields beyond the Armytage Arms on 
Highmoor Lane towards Doles Lane 
 

At cross paths, turn left down narrow strip to bottom (possibly 

muddy especially at bottom); join a green lane.  

 

Turn right for approx. 100 yards to a junction. Turn left up the 

lane with golf course on both sides. At top at a ‘T’ junction turn 

right and keep left up to a pedestrian motorway bridge. 

 

Continue over and up the (possibly muddy) path passing a gas 

transfer station on the left.  At the top, go over stile on right and 

along a narrow path. 

 

Exit at stile and then left on a farm access lane. At the end, turn 

right and follow up a short distance to the rear of the church 

graveyard. 

 

Turn left (Ladywell Lane) 50 yards to reach the road (Church 

Lane). Turn right another 100 yards then left, opposite the 

churchyard entrance, at a footpath sign, beside horse mounting 

block and stocks. 

 

Cross short field to a wall pass at right corner. In next field angle 

right to a stile. 
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Cross field to far right corner to a wall pass. Cross an access lane 

over a stile into a fenced path. Go through a gate into a field and 

keep to right-hand edge to pass to right of builder’s yard. Go 

through metal gate then right through a wall pass into field on 

right (ie before main road, Peep Green Road). 

 

Keep right for approx. 200 yards then right into an enclosed path 

that emerges at junction of roads above Gray Ox pub. Turn right 

on the rising road (Church Lane) to again pass the church.  

 

Turn left on Ladywell Lane, and then left again through a gate 

access gap. The road bends right and then descends passing left 

of large barns (previously chicken huts) and two gates (one can 

usually be opened) with stiles to reach a field. 

 

Angle down left on path across field; aim to right of telegraph 

pole. Descend to a stile beside the main road (Blakes Law Lane). 

 

Turn right and cross the motorway and almost immediately sharp 

right down to double back on a path. Go over stile to enter wooded 

area, part of the Willow Valley golf club. 

 

Follow path until a sharp left is reached and follow the path 

through wooded areas following paths, guided by fencing, taking 

care across fairways. Eventually pass to the right a sand bunker 

(on a rise). And exit the playing area. 
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Follow the short path to emerge on a wider green lane.  

 

To avoid possibility of mud, go left up broad lane to road. 

Turn right through village up to start point. 

 

Otherwise, if dry, turn right and follow to the next (right) bend. 

Here go slight left on a narrow path ie leaving the broader green 

lane. 

 

Follow the path (often muddy) with fields on left and golf course 

on right. On reaching the cross paths (met on outward leg), turn 

left. Go up the field beside a broken wall and through stile onto 

football field.  

 

Keep to the right-hand side of the field to exit via a wall gap and 

narrow path.  

 

Emerge at small housing estate (Highley Park) and straight ahead 

between bungalows. Emerge and turn right alongside grassed war 

memorial area at Towngate.  

 
 

End  - Clifton 

 

Willow Valley Golf Club    01274 878624 
 

Armytage Arms               01484 712882 
 

Black Horse Inn               01484 713862 
 

 


